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Fund Performance and Quarterly Highlights 

Over the past 3 months the crypto markets have started 
to come back to life and I feel that we are entering an 
increasingly strong price growth period which will last 
well into next year.  The fund price as at 30 June 2019 
was $0.9501 this is a 72.53% increase since March 2019. 

There are two interesting developments that I would 
like to highlight to you at this time.

Facebook Coin ‘Libra’

The announcement by Facebook of the launch of their 
cryptocurrency project ‘Libra’ had the cryptosphere in a 
state of agitated excitement for the past few weeks.

We now have two mainstream touch points to the 
crypto world.  At institutional level we have no less than 
the New York Stock Exchange (the Bakkt project I have 
written about elsewhere) and, at retail level, we have 
Facebook.  

 

If you asked me the question...which 2 existing business 
could accelerate mainstream adoption of cryptocurrencies 
the fastest? I could find no better answer than the NYSE (for 
corporates) and Facebook (for individuals). There is a lot to 
unpack with Libra coin and I will be covering this at our 
Investor Meeting on 25 July.

Formula 1 + Cryptocollectibles wrapped in a game

F1 is one of the largest sports on the planet. Sports 
memorabilia/collectibles is an essential part of the business 
of sport. On-line gaming and e-sports are billion dollar 
businesses. The F1-Delta game is at the intersection theses 
three elements. It is of great interest to us as this game uses 
the Ethereum blockchain and non-fungible token standard. 
Each time a collectible is bought or sold in the game the 
player will need pay a transaction fee, which is 
denominated in Ether.  

F1-Delta is the first of many sports/teams that will tokenize 
and gamify their collectibles.





Asset Summary 



I outline my initial thoughts on Libra in a recent blog 
post, in summary I concluded that Libra will accelerate 
mainstream cryptocurrency adoption and that it will 
bring to a number head regulatory 
considerations/issues (see the blog post here).

Since then a number of development have happened, 
including:

1. Hedera Hashgraph (HH) have highlighted that 
the governance model of Libra is a copy of the HH 
model.  HH took out a full page advert in the Wall 
Street Journal stating that ‘Imitation is the sincerest 
form of flattery’.

2. On 2 July 2019 the United States House of 
Representatives Committee on Financial Services 
wrote to Facebook executives asking them to 
‘...immediately agree to a moratorium on any 
movement forward on Libra…’. 

  

 

Facebook Coin - Libra 3. A number of other countries including Japan, 
Singapore, the UK and France have raised concerns over 
Libra. See article here.

As I mentioned in the blog post, because Libra is essentially 
a private blockchain coin and that its value is pegged to Fiat 
currencies, it will not in the long term be as attractive to 
users as say Bitcoin, Ethereum or Hedera Hashgraph. 

However, because of the size of Facebook’s user base (2bn 
people per day) it is quite possible that they will achieve 
incredible user adoption early on and this is what I suspect 
has put the wind up a number of central banks.

Prior to the announcement of Libra, central banks had a 
watch and wait approach to cryptocurrencies. Now they see 
they are going to have to react sooner than they thought.

My view is that this is good news for existing 
cryptocurrencies in general and in particular for Hedera 
Hashgraph.  I will speak about this at our meeting on 25 July.   

https://www.blockchainlegal.com.au/single-post/2019/06/19/Facebook-Coin---Libra-Let-the-Games-begin
https://www.coindesk.com/now-japanese-regulators-are-getting-anxious-about-facebooks-cryptocurrency?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=coindesk&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_campaign=Organic%20


Non-fungible tokens (NFT’s) are a new phenomenon 
but we are already starting to witness how they can 
be used in the games and collectibles space. 

I wrote about the F1 Delta game at blog post here, but 
in summary the game is collectibles of Formula 1 
digital assets, this includes everything from cars to 
drivers, helmets and steering wheels.

Why this is of interest to our fund is because the 
game runs on the Ethereum blockchain and the digital 
assets (NFT’s) are created using a Ethereum software 
standard (ERC 721). Each time there is a transaction 
within the game a fee is payable in Ether (the 
Ethereum token), thus people will need to buy Ether 
in order to play, in addition the assets are bought and 
sold using Ether.

 

  

 

F1 - Delta and non-fungible tokens
While Formula 1 is the first sport to utilise NFT technology 
they will not be the last, we expect that all sporting codes (an 
not just sporting codes) will find a way to enhance their 
revenue and client base by utilising the ERC 721 standard to 
create tradable NFT’s.

An image of the first F1 Delta NFT (Car 1.1.1) which sold for 
USD 113,000 is set out below.

  

https://www.blockchainlegal.com.au/single-post/2019/05/30/Formula-1-Comes-to-Crypto


Please note the date, time and place of our 2nd Annual Investor Meeting.

Day/Date - Thursday, 25 July 2018

Time - 5.30pm and ending at 7.30pm

Place - The home of Ian and Anne, 70 Kingsway, Nedlands WA 6009.

Dress Code - Casual

Parking - On our verge, driveway or Nedlands Primary School just down the road

Note: Separate arrangements will be made for investors in the Eastern States.
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